6-Flap Vocabulary Booklet

1. Use pastel xerox paper or purchase the heavier bond astrobright paper.

2. Tell students to hot dog fold the xerox paper (lengthwise).

3. Then have them roll it into thirds and crease when they feel like they have it divided equally. (This is good lesson in estimation!)

4. Finally, have them hotdog fold it over one more time. When they open it up, they will have six equal parts.

5. Demonstrate how to cut apart the flaps cutting only through one layer of the paper.

6. To make this sturdier, provide 9 x 12 construction paper. Students hotdog fold one sheet and glue the flap booklet on top of the construction paper folder.

7. Ask students to staple into the construction paper folder their writing activity for each figure of speech as you proceed with the unit.